Learn With Pokémon: Typing Adventure

UK Region Keyboard

Key Combination Lists

Shift + 1 = !
Shift + 2 = @
Shift + 3 = £
Shift + 4 = $
Shift + 5 = %
Shift + 6 = ^
Shift + 7 = &
Shift + 8 = *
Shift + 9 = (  
Shift + 0 = )
Shift + - = _
Shift + = = +
Shift + [ = {
Shift + ] = }
Shift + # = ~
Shift + ; = :
Shift + ' = "
Shift + , = <
Shift + . = >
Shift + / = ?
Shift + \ = |
AltGr + e = €

Fn + 1 = F1
Fn + 2 = F2
Fn + 3 = F3
Fn + 4 = F4
Fn + 5 = F5
Fn + 6 = F6
Fn + 7 = F7
Fn + 8 = F8
Fn + 9 = F9
Fn + 0 = F10
Fn + Back Space = Del
Fn + ‘ = ESC
Fn + → = End
Fn + ← = Home
Fn + ↓ = Page Down
Fn + ↑ = Page Up
Fn + Control = — (Decrease Volume)
Fn + Alt = + (Increase Volume)

Note: This keyboard has been made to work with the software Learn with Pokémon: Typing Adventure. When using this keyboard with another product (hardware or software), please be aware that certain keys may function differently. For more information on some key combinations, please visit the Nintendo website.